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Beyond Meat Implodes After Reporting Catastrophic Q3 Sales

BY TYLER DURDEN FRIDAY, OCT 22, 2021 - 08:50 AM
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Confirming yesterday's observation that the market is quick and merciless to punish any and all stocks that miss expectations
this quarter, moments ago (former growth stock) Beyond Meat plunged 14% after reporting preliminary net revenue for third
quarter of about $106 million, missing the estimate of $134.3 million by about 30%, and a huge disappointment to the
company's prior guidance which was $120 million to $140 million.

As Bloomberg notes, while the Company’s previous third quarter guidance anticipated a sequential decline in net revenues,
the deceleration was far larger than anticipated.

The company said that multiple factors contributed to the shortfall during the quarter:

Demand was impacted by broader ongoing macro and micro-economic factors, including among others, the effects of
the COVID-19 Delta variant
Challenges in operations that led to unfulfilled orders
Company experienced decrease in retail orders that persisted longer than expected from a Canadian distributor

None of this mattered to investors who now see just round after round of excuses from the management team, which will
soon be on the fake meat chopping block unless it manages to restore some hope that this company is anything but very real
dog meat.
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97 1

6 days ago

Beyond Meat Burgers - $12 to $14 a pound

Ground Beef - On sale here in Montana - $2.99 lb

and the company has disappointing sales

No **** Sherlock

 

KnightsTemplar





55 1

6 days ago

Not only that but it tastes like *** compared to the real deal.
mtl4





18 1

6 days ago (Edited)

I'll keep that in mind when faced with that buying decision!! LOL
TheGreatVeeeeeeeeeeCovery-





11

6 days ago

This has nothing to do with it tasting horrible and being 5x as expensive.  It is a gap in the supply
chain that translates to cost.  Beyond Meat is the waste material that precipitates out of the
fracking process.  No fracking: no waste jelly: no Beyond Meat.

E5





16

6 days ago

The word you were looking for is “byproduct”.

I thought this garbage would sell for $1 a pound. More expensive than beef?? Lol.

Obvious billionaires were testing the state of how far billionaires have degraded peasants with
this.

Turns out, people are getting smarter. Surprise.

various2





10

6 days ago

Don't worry, I'm sure the Democrats will pass meat taxes to 'fix' the price gap.
Jerrod





6 days ago

And poorer.  I foresee a few places like this having some rough waters in the coming years.
MaF





4

6 days ago (Edited)

They "partnered" with Burger King that has trouble making real hamburgers...lol!

Local news did a story on this over the summer, BK franchise owner said they sell like 10 a
day.

///

Sams Club gave out samples of a "burger" made from black beans, corn, ect., it smelled like
a dirty pair of shoes...I took a small bite...tasted like body oder...trash can was full of
"samples" and the sample giver laughed when I about puked and trashed it.

Grain'n Simple Vs Food and Stuff | Parks and Recreation

Bacon's Rebellion





3

5 days ago

Nearest Burger King to me is over 30 miles away now because the 3 local ones all closed
down.

So ... why would I want to pay the fuel to travel 60 miles round trip to buy a beyond meat
burger?

GreatUncle





5

6 days ago

Wait until you have the side order of bugs  :/
ZeroHegemony
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6 days ago

Careful, man. Eating BeyondMeat makes you gay.

It's full of Soy.

TacoNasty





2

6 days ago

Also sodium and other unhealthy ingredients 
clot shot





2

6 days ago

Burger King tried this stuff and no one bought the burgers made with fake meat, so they finally
dropped it. It even had  stock offering that was a hot ticket.. Not anymore.

2086





23 1

6 days ago

I’d rather pay $6/lb for pastured beef from a local farmer 
Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke





8

6 days ago

It's less than that here. But, yeah.
Indelible Scars





3

6 days ago

I'd rather eat vegans. 

 

Banned So Many Times
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5 days ago

Female or male? /S
GreatUncle





27

6 days ago

good luck with diabetes and heart disease!
zanza





18

6 days ago (Edited)

LOL...^^^^...useful idiot alert.

High carb diets = diabetes and heart disease.

The #1 killer is being fat and idle while pumping yourself full of corporate carbs.

All of my grandparents were farmers, hard labor their whole life, men pushed 90 and both women
made it over 100...every meal was meat and fat. My grandpa would fry eggs and potato's in bacon
fat then clean the pan with day old bread.

Another delicacy...they would boil pigs feet and veal bones, season, and when it cooled it was like
pigs feet jello...they would dig out a foot covered in solidified fat and it was heaven. 

Hungarian Jellied Pigs feet.

Bacon's Rebellion





5 days ago

haha, there they are, degenerate peasants "zanza" and the like. but look at common peasants
these days, SO INFORMED! Downvoted the idiot like raise for school teachers.

but it were media billionaires who degraded these peasants, because ALL US government
agencies W.H.O. included post VERY GOOD guidelines I agree with 100% for over two
decades!!

 

various2





5

5 days ago

My Hungarian Grandparents, both side came from Hungary. worked hard like slaves, never
complained, lived a modest, proud, simple, honest life. well manicured little houses, perfect
lawns.. , I grew up in So Bend, IN, and experienced daily, the High FAT diet, meat, potatoes,
noodles, all hand made. The jellied Pigs feet, fatty meat stew Ghoulash, and Chicken  soup so
yellow full of FAT. Both Grandma's lived to 97, robust, healthy no cancer, no diabetes, no heart,
kidney high blood pressure  etc  disease, I didn't know what disease like that was as a kid, as
we had none of it.  Grandpa also lived well and long life, no hospitalizations until 97, he died,
natural causes.. Both grandmas lived alone, cooking cleaning, even driving in the 90's. God
bless my wonderful, loving European Grandparents who taught  me  high values, ethics,
morality, empathy, manners, honestly and occasionally knocked a bit of sense as a kid. I had
the best memories

LeavingCA





2

6 days ago

At least I wont have AIDS from sucking weenies.
wild dog





6 days ago

wild dog, Much as you know: AIDS is a blood borne virus. Just don't bite if you're on a weenie.
Ancient Handicapper





5 days ago

Just drink a diet coke to cancel it out..
Steeley





18

6 days ago

How long will it take for some leftie in DC to propose that the taxpayer start subsidizing BYND in the
interest of preventing so-called man-made climate change?  Inquiring minds want to know.

GunnerySgtHartman





4

6 days ago

Not long. 

 

bagehot99





4

6 days ago

First, they'll get the schools to server it, so kids learn to like it. Then they'll make real meat illegal.
Hobbleknee





2

6 days ago

Schools have been serving mystery (soy) meat for a generation already
Pippi_Lungstocking





4

6 days ago

You just aren't hungry enough yet....wait.
ThomasJefferson69





2

6 days ago

And it's sold largely in progressive fast food establishments which low income households will stop
frequenting when money is tight. This was never a good idea in the first place, another solution looking
for a problem.

konputa





6 days ago

Not with the lines I still see out by many fast food spots!
MaF





2

6 days ago

Interesting, industry reports say that 78% of operators report a drop in demand and 85% report
margin compression thanks to ballooning costs and supply chain issues.

konputa





1

5 days ago

May have been peak demand.  Just because it dropped doesn't mean places are dead.  It will
like everything vary based on where you live.

MaF





4

6 days ago

Nothing says “woke” like tearing the sofa fountains out of your fast food joint, and selling “impossible”
“meat.”  Looking at you, Baja Fresh.

NTFOL





2 13

6 days ago

Sure, with meat subsidies and all.

Governments that encourage men killing men will certainly encourage men to kill animals.

Of course, both killings are ego-driven and unnecessary, stunting and alienating. 

A nice component of an encompassing control and dependency scheme.

The Bible - "Thou shall not kill."

You can't have your pudding if you don't eat your meat!

OutOfThinAir





6

6 days ago

thank you
zanza





2 1

5 days ago (Edited)

You two are idiots.  Meat is good for you.  If you care about your health you'll spend the time to
look into it

Stranded Observer





2

6 days ago

On the other hand, there is the Cain vs Abel story…Bible quiz:  which offering did God prefer?
Pippi_Lungstocking





3

5 days ago

That one always is left unanswered by the vegan crowd. It’s warring religions.

 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist





Show More Replies

50

6 days ago (Edited)

It's poisonous dog$hit.

Meat is better for you than chemically processed veggie mush.

Either you are vegan or you are not.

Fad, just like Peloton.

Never invest in things that make people "healthy."  Nobody sticks to the plan.

Always invest in addictive substances.  Sugar, alcohol, trans fats, tobacco, and medicine.  People never quit
those.

You cannot get addicted to mashed pea burgers or over-priced  subscription bicycles

 

Sardonicus





5 1

6 days ago

Well, this looks like the real deal -- free financial advice which actually works! I knew I just had to keep
digging!!!

uninformed volume





6 days ago

There’s a decent book on that subject called “Stocking up on Sin”. The basic premise is invest in
alcohol, gambling, junk food, etc. yep, pretty much exactly what you said. 
 

this is why I’m way, way long marajuana sticks.  Obviously, you have to be careful in this space. Some
real scams here. But if you can find a legitimate company. Load up!

Cornpop Was a Bad Dude





3

6 days ago

Hahahaha...legit company in cannabis... yeah, ok!

The Canadian cannabis companies are run by morons who don't have a sweet clue how to run a
successful business in the over regulated industry. Not entirely their fault, but they seem like quite
the rubes, overall.

Medical cannabis is priced through the roof while "recreational" (aka store front) cannabis is slowly
growing in "profit".

Medical cannabis sales have slumped significantly. I don't see it getting better down the road unless
the government leaves it alone and stops taxing it as medicine. And we all know that won't ever
happen. Not with Turdoh in the orifice.

in_xanadu_did_kubla_khan





3

6 days ago

Looks like the dream of feeding estrogen loving tumors through fake meat is dying. Big Pharma future
earnings are gonna take a hit.

spanish inquisition





33 1

6 days ago

Sales are down because the product is disgusting and ethically repugnant. So there's that.

 

bullybear





32

6 days ago

I’ll say it again. Walk into any grocery store in America and look at the plant based section and the regular
meat section you will see a stark contrast. How any of these companies make any money is beyond my
comprehension.  
 

also the tell for me was when the grocery stores were being cleaned out last March. The only section fully
stocked was this crap. A big tell in my mind. 

no cents at all





3

6 days ago

I wonder if it has an expiration/freshness date?  Don't know, never looked at the packaging.
Whodathunkit





3

6 days ago

I actually as soon as I posted that thought the same thing. Maybe this **** lasts for ten years on the
shelf. I’ll have to check next go around at the store

no cents at all





2

6 days ago

That's the real reason for the big push - longer shelf life, less to toss, bigger profit margin.

Meanwhile I save 40% on meat by shopping on Monday afternoons when it's all marked down
from the weekend stock.

Jessica6





6 days ago

It caters to a specific market, and one willing to pay more for less quality that saves the environment. 
Just like everything organic isn't anymore, but the labeling saying such sure looks nice!

You got to eat real meat or fully supplement accordingly; the body needs that kind of stuff.

MaF





2

6 days ago

HAHA my stores were like that too!  Just the highest priced organic and BM stuff was all that was left
in most cases.  Maybe some of it was gone as a few people will just pay it instead of go to another
store.

MaF





2

6 days ago

They make money by being funded by satanic billionaires.  Actual sales to consumers are a rounding
error. 

NTFOL





28

6 days ago

My dog won't even eat that ****. He just sniffs it and walks away. 
Buckwheat





3

6 days ago

It's animal cruelty to give that to dogs
clot shot





24

6 days ago

"Beyond Meat"......is what plops to the ground after a cow eats
BSHJ





10

6 days ago

That's called After Meat.
murkymook





1

5 days ago

Beyond edible.
Sven Novgorod





18

6 days ago

Empty shelves in grocery stores and people still don't want Beyond Meat
AnonymousAnonymous





17

6 days ago (Edited)

I saw that stuff at Safeway. I'd rather eat rice and beans or oats. 

 

Here's the real factor on the miss, it sux 

 

No thanks 

762-headshot





4

6 days ago

Yes.., it's that simple. Let the "Woke" hold the stock...
gmrpeabody





16

6 days ago

Once again, my Black Angus cows fart in your general direction
cowdiddly





6 days ago

Perfect 
762-headshot





14

6 days ago

Their buyers are dying from the Covid shots
DHS Fusion Center





14

PREMIUM 6 days ago

so the basic question remains: Who eats this ****?

Bateman81





6

6 days ago

Soy boys who's meat farts when placing it between buns.
Buckwheat





2

6 days ago

Great question!
Lowcash





12

6 days ago

They should put a picture of Mayor Bugeye from Chicago on the package, that would do it.

 

BorraChoom





1

6 days ago

IDK. Flounderface prolly wouldn't work either.
Indelible Scars





10

6 days ago

Can’t wait to see this garbage off the shelves, it’s been creeping in far too long and taking up valuable space
for real products. 

Bad_Sushi





6 days ago

I can't say I've ever seen them anywhere except in the stores.

 

Robin DeFolks





9

PRO 6 days ago

Get woke, go broke.....

Bahrainiac





9

6 days ago

Beyond Help...
Able Ape





9

6 days ago

What a wonderful article to wake up and see 
Libertarian1776





8

6 days ago

I feel about beyound meat as i do the Vaccine

Them!

SilverRoofer





8 1

6 days ago

It's got no market because of the way it's made. 

Vegans can't eat it because of the Genetically Modified Heme.

Real meat eaters can't see the point. 

It's one of those "sounds good on hype but not in practice" stocks. 

tdlcoop





1

6 days ago

BK and MCD could sell it at 50% less than the real deal

that might get some traction

walküre





1

6 days ago

It costs more than beef, let alone refried black beans.  It’s always MORE than the real deal.
NTFOL





3

6 days ago

Yeah but that's 50% of the Nasdaq
oterap





8

6 days ago

“Demand was impacted by broader ongoing macro and micro-economic factors.”

Translation: it’s grotesque, it’s actually BAD for you to consume compared to natural beef, and it costs more.
Why is this so hard for these analysts to understand?

 

Cornpop Was a Bad Dude
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6 days ago

because feeling good is more important than making money.
Buckwheat





3

6 days ago

It's not about feeling good, these products hurt male hormones and transform the consumer into a
sickly eunuch. 

GoldmanSax





4

6 days ago

Because we're supposed to be programmed slaves who do whatever they tell us to.  Hell, they even
had Bill Gates pushing this garbage.  Of course they think we will do as we're told.

Slartebartfast





8 2

6 days ago

$12.00 a pound, reduced close to the due date at 50% off and then into the garbage.

Experienced at my local food vendor.

One Moment Please





8

6 days ago

Beyond Meat.

Try selling meat. You'll make a helluva lot more money.

One Moment Please





8

6 days ago

" Lets Go Bill Gates"   ; -)
RagaMuffin





8 3

6 days ago

Soylent Green is people!
Dogspurt





7

5 days ago

My brother and I were waiting in line at a coffee shack when the sweet-yung-thang ahead of us ordered a
double-tall decaf non-fat latte with extra foam and sprinkles..My brother commented "bet she eats veggie
burgers and fakes orgasms too'.

Steeley





3

5 days ago

LMAO!!!
cbxer55





7

5 days ago

Haven't tried it.  Knew someone that described it as "like eating warm horse****".
Onan_the_Barbarian





7

6 days ago

You can change management all you like, but when you're selling dog-turds at four times the price of
hamburgers, and assuring us they're far better, it's going to take more than good management to turn that
one around.

SuperareDolo





7

6 days ago

Who wants to eat that nasty garbage?

 

On the other hand "Beyond Vegetables" is going do do quite well - they make a synthetic broccoli out of
bacon - same green hue and everything..

angryoldbastard





1

6 days ago

'Beyond Vegetables' - LOL. Good one.

 

Robin DeFolks





7

6 days ago

If Bill Gates loses some sleep and shekels over this, it is a good day.
MommickedDingbatter





6 days ago

It seems shekels work in a circle jerk fashion among the club. 
Sid Finch





7 1

6 days ago

Soy based protein is worse than hydrogenated oils for health. Soy products are bio weapons grade
testosterone killers. The word and scientific evidence is spreading throughout the manosphere. 

GoldmanSax





10

6 days ago

Explains Bootyjuice's maternity leave.
Buckwheat





1

6 days ago

Lol
GoldmanSax





6

6 days ago

I guess people don't want to "Eat their Soy. Eat their bugs. Live in a Pod. Never have a family. Own nothing
and be happy!"

I'm not sure there's every been a company that I've wanted to see fail more than Beyond Meat.

I've never eaten, or even tried, any of their products. And, I never will.

TacoNasty
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